TEACHING WITH TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE  
Meeting – 1:40 Tuesday, December 15, 2015  
EPC 304C

Minutes

Me, Regina, Scott, Julie, Norah

NEW BUSINESS
   a. Have your tough questions ready
2. Sp16 TwT schedule: same time, third Tuesday of the month?
3. Policy on giving others access to a faculty member’s course  
   a. Should be treated the same as F2F courses?
4. UCCS FCQ response rates Fa15
5. Content ownership: EPUS working on policy
6. Update on University of Colorado Connect  
   a. Distribution of President’s online initiative funds  
   b. Chancellor’s presentation to Regents: CU enrollments vs CSU  
   c. Web site (connect.cu.edu) still dysfunctional; sent detailed list of problems  
   d. Regent Ludwig’s 3-year degree proposal
   a. SARA now on UCCSConnect web site (www.uccs.edu/~connect/)
8. Minimizing overloads

OLD BUSINESS
1. Invite members from colleges/departments to hear about concerns, hopes?  
   a. Dave contact Deans  
   b. Use the GE model: go to department/college meetings
2. Suggestions/ideas from committee members  
   a. Timeline for gen ed (esp. English) courses  
      i. Committee developing 1310, 1410; pilot in Fa16?  
   b. Accessibility issues  
      i. FRC will be providing info, tutorials, etc. on its web site  
      ii. Draw from WebAim, CU Boulder, Washington

Next Meeting – 1:40 Tuesday, January 19, 2016